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mistake. M uchofthe beauty of the older forms
was lost and the hymns did not really become
classical. We have reason to hope that the present reform of the breviary will also give us
back the old form of the hymns. But meanwhile
it seems necessary to keep the later text. This
is the one best known, it is given in all hymnbooks and is still the only authorized form.
Only in one case have we printed the older text
of a hymn, number 57, 'Vrbs lerusalem.' The
modern form of this begins: 'Crelestis urbs
Jerusalem.' But in this case the people who
changed it in the seventeenth century did not
even keep its metre; so the later version cannot
be sung to the old, exceedingly beautiful tune.
Other hymns and chants in this book are taken
from approved sources. As this is not a book
in which to study the history of Latin hymns,
I have given only a slight indication of their
origin. Their history may be read in Daniel:
'Thesaurus H ymnologicus' (Leipzig, I 8 55),
or, better still, in Dreves: 'Analecta Hymnica'
(ib. 1886).
Several of the hymns here printed are not complete. That is the case in the breviary hymns
too. Many breviary hymnsarereallyonlyfrag•
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“Fair Use” allows citizens who “comment upon, criticize, or parody” a copyrighted work to legally reproduce a limited percentage
of that self-same work without permission from the copyright holder(s). While publishing his review of various Roman Catholic
hymnals, Mr. Dan Craig has decided to reproduce less material than what is allowed by law. —Review: C C WAT E R S H E D.ORG

